The rise of the global marketplace has had a significant impact on the economic development of the United
States. Governments at the national and state levels must be concerned not only with encouraging business within their borders but also enticing investment and commerce on an international scale. Currently, little coordination exists between the two levels of government to ensure that development policies are being implemented in the most efficient and productive manner.
In light of the growing importance of the world economy to U.S. business growth, new economic development strategies are needed to address this reality. At the very least, some coordination between economic development policy actors at the respective levels of government might be in order. However, before a dialogue The concurrent pursuit of hoth agendas may actually prewnt either system from dominating policy. The problem lies in the fact that different governmt'nt levds now tend to act ind(~pendently of each other. This makes it quite difficult for the United States to present a strong, unified economic front to the world when policies are often implemented that seem to be at odds. For example, some states have programs that actively seek out lowskill industries like textiles and manufacturing while national initiatives such as NAFTA make it easier for these jobs to be relocated to Mexico. The emergence of this apparently contradictory situation is rooted in the history of the two paradigms of American federalism and should be examined both to properly view the present situation and to arrive at possible solutions.
Greater State Autonomy and Economic

Development
Given the competitive nature of the free market, states tend to exhibit an adversarial relationship with one another when implementing economic development strat- art.~ a numbt'r of arguments for <md against tht"st~ activi· ties, thl~ filet that they have occurred reflects a belief among the states that they ilre and should be the architects of their own economic destinies. As such, the practice of competitive economic development among the states represents an ideology closely aligned with a traditional states' rights movement.
States' Rights: A Background
One of the earliest debates of American federalism had to do with the distribution of power between national and state governments. Indeed, in the first attempt at a federal system, the Articles of Confederation placed the majority of power in the hands of sta te legislatures. Fearful of centralized powt.~r, the framers of the Articles did not provide for a chief executive nor did they grant taxing authority to the national government.
Under the plan of the Articles, the national government was clearly at the mercy of the states. Bolstered by their successes in building governments perceived as more responsible, efficient and responsive than their national counterpart, states have begun to assert the notion that they can also do a better job ensuring their own economic vitality.
Unifying America's Economic Development
The national government, in contrast to the state governments, presents the United States to the world as just that-united under one banner. Such a unified image is often considered a positive attribute, recalling the adage that "the whole is more than the sum of its parts." However, the national government also tends to act pa· ternally towards the states, trying to protect them from the economic dangers of the world market. The ratio· nale for such an attitude stems from the idea that since the federal government works on behalf of all, regard. 
Looking at TWo Competing Economic Development Ideologies
It is possible to make compelling arguments for the pursuit of a national economic policy from the standpoint of either state~centered or national-cen· tered economic development. The debate for one or the other pits the virtues of competition and innovation against those of equity and unity. Although these notions are important American ideals, and the achievement of each or all would represent positive accomplishment, either in theory -favoring either the statl' or the national level-could produce negative effects if taken to extremes. R('vi('wing tht~ positive and m·gative Mguments for \.'.1, II dodrirw, it can be argued that neither position is comprehensive enough global and intergovernmental conditions and to ason its own merits to satisfy the diverse needs of the sume new responsibilities in a devolutionary era" state and national economies. (Conlan, 1998, 391) .
State Economic Planning
The resurgence of states' rights has promoted the creation of new economic development plans within states. As states have begun to diversify, to find new ways to expand their tax bases, and to rely more on their own various tax revenues than on federal dollars to finance the delivery of goods and services, they have used taxing powers as tools to promote business within their borders (Dilger, 2000, 102 for every new job created by the plant (Kahan, 1998, 23) . These incentives often come from local property tax exemptions awarded by the state and from waived corporate taxes. Foregoing these funds, especially in the instance of property taxes, can arguably be said to have a negative impact on a locality's services, such as public schools. Additionally, incentives have traditionally been reserved for new business entrants into the state, not those currently located there. These practices have lead to an outcry from "native" industries which contend that these perks should be extended to them as well. Alabama's Industrial Development Authority experienced such a backlash and was taken to court for its practices with Mercedes-Benz and the accompanying feeder industries (Kahan, 1998,24) .
Further, as Terry Buss has observed, competition for economic development between the states has in some cases gone to such an extreme as to advance beyond sensible competition; instead, "states find themselves at war with one another" (Buss, 2001, 90) . (Hill, 1998, 301 (Hill, 1998, 306 ketplace should be adopted" (Peters, 1999, 211-13) .
While some may come to the conclusion that sustained interaction and cooperation would defeat the Founders' purpose of dual sovereignty, deliberate study, planning, and implementation of a communicative framework A plan that reserves a larger role for the national government, such as McGahey proposes, that" encompasses state strategic planning and accountability yet recognizes the need for national coordination of policy" could also be viable (Hill, 1998,307) .
Whatever is decided, it will quite possibly lead to a new system of competitive economic federalism, one that is less apt to negatively affect the citizenry by coordination between the respective economic development interests of the federal and state governments. A working dialogue between officials at all levels of the U.S. federal system, the business sector, and experts in academia must begin to develop clearly defined but flexible roles for the various actors of economic development policy.
The present decentralized system has worked rather well and restructuring of development policy may only need to work at the edges of the current framework, notably in the areas of cooperation.
Nonetheless, it is also arguable that major mishaps have occurred due to the lack of coordination between state and federal interests. It is this problem of coordination that must be rectified and to do so requires some form of agreement between the various governmental parties and the business sector. The ability of the United States to promote its economic interests in the growing international marketplace could well be hindered if coordination cannot be achieved to present an effective, unified front to the world economy while at the same time allowing states to pursue their own economic destinies.
